ANNA CIDDOR
author
and
illustrator
inspires students with her enthusiasm for the three Rs: Research, Reading and wRiting! Her
fun, lively presentations are full of audience participation and ‘show and tell’. Anna takes her
audiences behind the scenes to find out about the making of her latest books, especially

THE BOY WHO STEPPED THROUGH TIME, to be released June 2021.
What happens when a holiday to the
south of France turns into a trip back
to ancient Roman times? This totally
believable time-change book
immerses readers in a world filled with
excitement, laughter, and amazing
(and accurate) historical detail.

Find out more at annaciddor.com
MIX AND MATCH FROM THE FOLLOWING TOPICS FOR YOUR SCHOOL:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The process and importance of planning
Writing a time change story – the key to unlocking the fun of history
Stories of incredible detective work, challenges and coincidences behind the
research
Writing drafts, illustrating drafts, editing samples, and research material
Illustrating tricks
Professional tips on short story and descriptive writing
Bloopers and secrets behind writing and illustrating
Life in ancient Roman times – the interesting bits!
Working with a collaborator
How students in schools contributed to shaping the plot

NOTE: To celebrate the launch of The Boy Who Stepped Through Time
Anna is running heavily discounted presentations June-August 2021.
All presentations are suitable for Grade 3 to Year 7 students
‘I can highly recommend Anna as a guest speaker for schools. She spoke to our year 5&6
students and they were enthralled! I have booked many authors and illustrators over many
years and I would have to say Anna was one of the best.’
Sue Austin, Karoo Primary School

Booking enquiries can be made via email on anna@annaciddor.com, online at
Speakers-ink.com.au or Creativenetspeakers.com, or by phone through Booked Out
Speakers Agency on (03) 9824 0177

